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ABSTRACT
A disadvantage of open plan offices is the noise annoyance. Noise problems in open plan offices have been
dealt with in several studies, and standards have been set up. Still, what has not been taken into account is the
effect of human activity noise on acoustic conditions. In this study, measurements of the general office noise
levels and the room acoustic conditions according to ISO 3382-3 have been carried out in five open plan
offices. Probability density functions of the sound pressure level have been obtained, and the human activity
noise has been identified. Results showed a decrease in STI-values including the human activity noise
compared to STI-values including only technical background noise as the standard recommends.
Furthermore, at 500 Hz a regression analysis showed that the density of people in an room, absorption area,
reverberation time as well as the ISO 3382-3 parameter D2,S have an impact on the variation in the activity
noise. At 1 kHz, the technical background noise influences human activity noise positively. In both octave
bands, the human activity noise level varies significantly with the office type, from a call center to a lawyer’s
office.
Keywords: Room acoustics, Human noise, Offices

1. INTRODUCTION
Open plan offices are popular because of the economic benefits with fewer square meters per
employee, high flexibility in office design, and the increase of knowledge exchange (1). However, the
disadvantage is the noise annoyance.
Many international studies have shown that noise in open plan offices causes a loss of privacy and
decreases the employees’ ability to concentrate which is undesirable in a working environment ( 2).
The higher the general noise level in the office is, the more annoyed the employees tend to get (3).
Several studies have investigated noise levels in open plan offices during working hours but these
studies have mainly investigated average noise levels which do not tell much about the variation of
noise during the day or the general background noise level (2).
A standard which specifically focus on the acoustic conditions in open plan offices was published
in 2012, ISO 3382-3. The standard suggests four single number quantities which include the speech
intelligibility and background noise level. During measurements all sources which contribute to the
typical background noise during working hours must be turned on. However, it is emphasized that ,
apart from the people needed to carry out the measurement, no people should be present during
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measurements which means that the influence of the human activity noise is not taken into account in
the ISO standard.
There has been no specific research about the distribution of human activity noise in open plan
offices whereas, the noise from human activities in universities, s chools and concert halls have been
investigated (4, 5 and 6). These studies were based on a statistical method developed by Hodgson et al,
1999 (4), which led to empirical models for student activity noise.
A similar procedure is used in this study to extract the human activity noise from measurements
carried out in five open plan offices in Denmark. An empirical model which predicts the sound
pressure level of human activity noise is determined and the influence of the human noise on the
acoustic condition in the room is investigated.

2. METHOD
Office noise comprises many different noise sources with different characteristics: i.e. continuous
noise (ventilation and office equipment), quasi-continuous noise (4), and unpredictable noise (laughter,
conversation, human movements).
Office noise can easily be measured; however, in order to extract the noise from human activity it is
necessary to identify which sounds are caused by humans and which are caused by technical
equipment. A method suggested by Hodgson et al, 1999 (4), makes it possible to identify student
activity noise during lectures. In this study the method is modified in order to identify and extract the
background noise of human activity noise in open plan offices.
2.1 Measurements
Five open plan offices investigated: Measurement data from five open plan offices have been
used to extract human activity noise levels. The measurements were carried out in 2014. The level of
activity in the chosen offices ranged from very quiet work (lawyer’s office) to work areas with
constant conversation (call center). The offices can accommodate between 26 and 59 employees,
however, the offices were not fully occupied during the recordings (in average between 9 and 31). Four
measurement points were placed at different work stations in the office. Further information about the
offices is given in Table 1 and a more detailed description is found in reference (7).
Equipment used: Four ½’’ microphones, BSWA type MPA 231, connected to BSWA conditioning
unit, type MC 102. The noise is recorded on a two channeled 744T hard disk sound device as
WAV-files with a sampling frequency of 44.1 kHz and a bit depth of 24 bit.
Office noise: Approximately two hours of office noise was recorded during working hours. During
the recordings the number of occupants were noted every 15 th minute. Any unusual noise incidents
were noted to be treated later in the analysis process. Calibration signals were recorded before and
after the measurement.
Background noise: The technical background noise was measured after office hours in unoccupied
rooms. The same microphones and measurement positions were used as in the office noise
measurements. The background noise recordings contain mainly noise from ventilation and artificial
lightning (no computer noise).
Room acoustic parameters: Measurements were carried out in unoccupied offices according to
ISO 3382-3.
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Table 1 - Information about the investigated open plan offices.
Investigated offices
Office “A” (lawyer’s /economist’s office)
Danish Energy Regulatory Authority
Office “B” (engineer’s office)
Grontmij A/S
Office “C” (lawyer’s/secretary’s office)
Danish AgriFish Agency
Office “D” (call center)
Tryg Insurance call center
Office “E” (call center)
DSB call center

N (persons)

No. seats (workplaces)

V (m3)

9

27

1439

17

34

1090

31

59

2180

13

26

626

20

37

845

2.2 Statistical distribution of noise levels
The recorded office noise, each with a length about two hours, is split into small time intervals of
125 ms for each octave band (125 Hz to 8 kHz). The equivalent sound pressure level, L eq , is determined
for each interval and the office noise levels, L eq , are then statistically distributed relatively to the
percentage of time.
An imaginary but realistic time history of a recording of human activity noise and technical
background noise is shown in Figure 1 a). X represents the human activity noise levels and when there
is a break in the activity, the sound pressure level decreases to the level, Y, the background noise. The
sound pressure levels are distributed according to how often the noise levels occur as a percentage of
time, which results in two curves which peak at the middle as illustrated in Figure 1 b). Each curve
shows the frequency of the noise levels of the respective noise part (i.e. the background noise, Y, and
the human activity noise, X). A function which explains the distribution of the noise levels in Figure 1
b) is called a probability density function.
A probability density function is obtained for seven octave bands from 125 Hz to 8 kHz for each
microphone position as described above.

Figure 1 - a) An imaginary time history. b) Statistical distribution of X and Y (4).
2.3 Regression of probability density function
The recordings of office noise are expected to contain two events occurring concurrently: the
technical background noise and the human activity noise. It is assumed that the statistical
characteristics of each acoustical event recorded in this study can be expressed by one or more norm al
distributions.
With two acoustical events, there are two random variables each assumed to have a probability
density function that follows a normal distribution, p 1 (x) and p 2(x), where x is the equivalent sound
pressure level, Leq, of the offices noise. The probability density function model of the office noise can
be expressed by a weighted combination of p 1 (x) and p 2 (x),
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pON ( x) W1 pP1V1 ( x)  (1  W1 ) pP2V 2 ( x)

(1)

where μ, defines the most frequent noise level of the particular acoustic event, σ is the standard
deviation and W1 is the necessary weighting between zero and one, since the integral for all x of the
total probability density function has to equal one.
Since the expression in equation (1) will not describe the curve of the measured data completely, an
extra term corresponding to the error, ϵ i, is added to the equation. A measure to describe the relative fit
of the regression model is given by the coefficient of determination, R 2 (8).
The fitting of the regression curve is done by using an unconstrained nonlinear optimization
function called fminsearch in MATLAB.
A complete fit all over the curve is difficult to achieve. Therefore, different weighting factors using
the weighted least square method, have been investigated for each of the office cases and octave bands.
However, the improvements of fitting with a weighting factor have not been significant. In addition,
the value of the weighting factor changed with each octave band and each measurement which caused
the weighting system to be inconsistent. Therefore, in this study the results of the regressions of
probability density functions without any weighting are used.
Figure 2 shows two fitting results at 500 Hz from two different offices, a) where one normal
distribution gives the best fit to the distribution of the office noise data, and b) where two normal
distributions give the best fit to the unsymmetrical distribution of the data measured in another more
quiet office.

Human activity
noise curve

Figure 2 - Regression of a probability density function at 500 Hz, two different offices: a) a call center where
one normal distribution gives the best fit and b) an engineer office where two normal distributions give the
best fit.

: measured office noise,

: individual fitted normal distribution and

: overall fitted curve

of office noise.
2.4 Extraction of human activity noise
For all five office cases Gaussian distributions were identified. To describe the data measured in the
offices with the lowest activity levels two normal distributions gave the best fit, as Figure 2 b) shows
an example of. The lowest mean level is associated with the technical background noise and the
highest mean level is associated with the human activity noise. It is unknown if the distribution of the
human activity noise keeps on following a normal distribution in the area where the two fitted normal
distributions (red lines) overlap in Figure 2 b), however that is the assumption in this project.
The noise level which is used in the analysis of the human activity noise is the so called
‘background noise of the human activity ’. This ‘background noise level’ is the level which 90 % of the
time is exceeded, L 90,HN ., as illustrated in Figure 3.
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L90

LHN
Figure 3 – Illustration of L90,HN at the Gaussian distribution of human activity noise levels.
If L90,HN is lower than the technical background noise measured in the room, the noise level, L90,HN ,
is so low that it will be masked by the technical background noise and not be not relevant. There fore,
the criterion for evaluating the L 90,HN is if it is equal to or larger than the measured technical
background noise. If L 90,HN is equal to the background noise, the sum of the two noise parts will be 3
dB higher, and therefore perceptible, compared to the case where the only source is the technical
background noise.
In the offices where the activity level was high and breaks in the flow of talk were rare, one normal
distribution gave the best fit to the data, as Figure 2 a) shows an example of. In this case the normal
distributed curve contains energy from both technical background noise and human activity noise.
Therefore, in order to extract the human activity noise levels the levels has to be corrected for technical
background noise.
The method used to correct the activity noise levels for technical background noise is as followed:
two equally long hypothetical observations of sound pressure levels are generated numerically in
MATLAB; one based on the mean and standard deviation of the human activity noise and one based on
the technical background noise. The sound pressure levels for each acoustical event are sorted from the
minimum level to the maximum level. Next, a logarithmic subtraction is carried out for each term f rom
the minimum level to the maximum level. In this way the lowest background noise level is subtracted
from the lowest human activity noise level and the largest background noise level from the largest
human activity noise level. The result is hypothetical data of human activity noise corrected for
technical background noise. Finally, a normal distribution is fitted to the data and a probability density
function which describes the activity noise is determined. The level, L90,HN , is then determined from
the function, as explained earlier in the paragraph, to be used for further analysis.
2.5 Empirical models
The empirical models are based on the diffuse field theory where the assumption is that the sound
level is the same anywhere within the room. Furthermore, the sound pressure level and the sound
power level are connected by the absorption in the room. The noise from human activity in the office
is seen as one source of noise emitting a certain sound power level.
To ensure that the variables used in the regression models are independent of each other, a
correlation analysis is conducted.
The main indicator of how well the regression models explain the variation of human activity noise
is the adjusted coefficient of determination, R a 2, which takes the relation between number of variables
and samples size into account.

3. Results
The reverberations times measured in the five investigated open plan offices are listed in Table 2.
The reverberation times in four of the offices, “B”, “C”, “D” and “E”, are fairly similar. However, the
reverberation times in office “A” are almost about twice the reverberation time in the other offices.
Table 3 lists the extracted human activity noise levels¸ L90,HN, and the measured technical background
noise levels, L BN .
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Table 2 – Measured reverberations times, T20.
Frequency (Hz)

125

250

500

1000

2000

4000

Office “A” (lawyer’s /economist’s office)

0.76

0.85

0.82

0.74

0.65

0.55

Office “B” (engineer’s office)

0.37

0.30

0.29

0.26

0.26

0.29

Office “C” (lawyer’s/secretary’s office)

0.55

0.39

0.4

0.38

0.39

0.34

Office “D” (call center)

-

0.48

0.37

0.34

0.32

0.33

Office “E” (call center)

0.62

0.49

0.36

0.35

0.42

0.47

Table 3 – Human activity noise levels and the technical background noise levels
Frequency (Hz)
Office “A” (lawyer’s /economist’s office)

125

250

500

1000

2000

4000

8000

41.6

39.6

30.4

25.0

20.5

-

-

-

-

31.5

27.6

24.8

19.6

13.0

27.9

22.2

17.2

14.0

-

-

-

-

27.6

24.7

20.3

16.9

14.7

-

LBN

34.4

29.4

19.0

14.4

-

-

-

LHN,90

34.4

32.5

28.2

24.0

21.8

16.5

-

LBN

31.7

27.4

19.0

14.3

-

-

-

-

41.0

42.0

27.7

26.0

15.3

15.3

33.9

31.4

26.4

23.2

19.3

-

-

-

43.3

42.1

31.9

30.4

26.1

15.4

LBN
LHN,90

Office “B” (engineer’s office)

LBN
LHN,90

Office “C” (lawyer’s/secretary’s office)
Office “D” (call center)

LHN,90
Office “E” (call center)

LBN
LHN,90

The mean and 95 % confidence interval of all human activity noise levels from the five open plan
offices are presented in a bar graph in Figure 4.
The human activity noise is generally highest at the octave bands 250 Hz and 500 Hz and then the
level decreases for every band having the lowest level at the highest frequency band (4 kHz or 8 kHz).
Especially the call centers show high activity noise levels at 250 Hz and 500 Hz compared to the levels
at the higher bands. In fact, the difference from 500 Hz to 1 kHz in the call centers is more than 10 dB.
Compared to the few occupants in the room, office “A” (the Danish Energy regulatory) data shows
rather high activity noise levels. This could be explained by the high reverberation time which is
suspected to increase the noise levels. Furthermore, the office has the highest measured background
noise levels of all the offices, however, whether this has an impact on the human activity noise is not
certain.
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Human activity noise
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Figure 4 - Extracted human activity noise levels, L90,HN, at seven octave bands in the five open plan offices.
In the acoustic software program, DIRAC 5.0, it is possible to investigate how much the measured
speech intelligibility reduces if an additional background noise is added, using the function, Mix Noise.
The mean of the human activity noise levels, L90,HN, at octave bands 250-2000 Hz are added as extra
background noise to the measured STI in DIRAC. For office “A” no activity levels could be extracted
at 250 Hz, so only human activity noise levels at 500-2000 Hz have been added in this case. From the
corrected STI-values a distraction distance is calculated for each office.
In Table 4 distraction distances (the distance where STI < 0.5) according to the standard ISO
3382-3, r D,ISO, are listed as well as the corrected distraction distances includ ing human activity noise,
r D,HN . Including the human activity noise levels in the STI calculations definitely have an effect on the
distraction distances for all the offices. The extra background noise from people seems to reduce the
speech intelligibility in each of the offices. The most significant difference is found in the office with
the highest activity noise level, in office “E”.
Table 4 - The distraction distances, rD, at the five offices: rD,ISO (excl. human activity noise), rD,HN (incl.
human activity noise) and the percentage difference.
Open plan offices

rD,ISO excl. L90,HN (m)

rD,HN incl. L90,HN (m)

Difference

Office “A” (lawyer’s /economist’s office)

5.0

2.8

44%

Office “B” (engineer’s office)

10.0

8.2

18%

Office “C” (lawyer’s/secretary’s office)

8.6

6.7

22%

Office “D” (call center)

10.0

6.5

35%

Office “E” (call center)

8.2

3.0

63%

4. Analysis and discussion
4.1 Correlations analysis
The largest sample size of human activity noise and background noise are at 500 Hz and 1 kHz.
Because of the large differences in the human activity levels at 500 Hz and 1 kHz a regression analysis
for each of the frequency bands is performed.
Human activity noise is likely to depend on the following factors: (1) the number of people per
square meter N/A, (2) the number of people per cubic meter N/V, (3) the technical background noise,
(4) the absorption area, A sab, (5) the reverberation time, T 20 , (6) the distraction distance, r D , (7) the
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spatial decay of speech, D 2,S and (8) the Boolean variable, d 1 . Is the room used as a call center, d 1 = 1,
and is the room not used as call center d 1 = 0. Under the assumption of a diffuse field the variables (1),
(2), (5) and (6) are logarithmically scaled.
The correlation coefficients based on data at 500 Hz and 1 kHz show very similar values. The
variables that correlate are the same at both octave bands. The only differences are the degree of
correlations which in three cases are slightly more significant at 500 Hz than at 1 kHz. More detailed
information about the correlation is found in reference (7).
4.2 Empirical prediction model
The following empirical models, for 500 Hz and 1 kHz, were developed by using multivariate linear
regression analysis.
Among the different combinations the regression model which explain most of the variation of the
human activity noise at 500 Hz, with R a2 = 95 %, is given by,

LHN ,500Hz

§ A·
126.4  80.4 log¨ ¸  15.3 log( Asab )  34.3d1
©N¹

(2)

However, both log(G/N) and log(A) correlate with d 1. The correlation is assumed to be caused by
the specific office cases in the experiment and is not considered to be a general connection in all
offices. With a higher sample size the correlation would probably go away. Nevertheless, with the
correlations in the present case in equation (2), neither the values nor the signs of the corresponding
beta coefficients are reliable.
The best uncorrelated regression model explains 93% and is a combination of the reverberation
time and the call center variable expressed by,

LHN ,500Hz

33.1  14.3 log( T20 )  15.0d1

(3)

The Boolean variable, d 1, equals 1 for call centers equals and 0 for non-call centers. If the
reverberation time at 500 Hz is 0.4 s, the human activity noise would be reduced by almost 6 dB, but if
the reverberation time is 0.8 s, then the reduction is in only 1.4 dB. So a higher reverberation time
results in a higher human activity noise level according to equation (3). If the office is a call center 15
dB is added to the activity noise level.
Another uncorrelated combination which explains 92 % of the variation of the activity noise at 500
Hz is given by,

LHN ,500Hz

36.7  1.5D2,S  13.7d1

(4)

From the equation it is clear that whether the office is a call center or not has most impact on the
human activity noise level. Still, if the spatial decay of speech is increased by 1 dB the effect is a
decrease of the human activity noise of 1.45 dB which is quite effective.
The combination of variables that explains most of the variation of the human activity noise, 89 %,
is described by the regression model including the variables L BN,1kHz , log(T 20), log(A sab ) and d 1.
However, because of correlation between several of the variables no details about how much each
variable contribute to the variation of the activity noise can be specified. Nevertheless, the prediction
model with the highest explanation degree at 1 kHz is given by,

LHN ,1kHz

14.8  0.3LBN ,1kHz  18.6 log( T20 )  13.5 log( Asab )  9.4d1

(5)

By removing the variables, log(T 20 ), log(A sab ) from the equation, a regression model with no
correlated variables appears. This model explains 73 % of the variation of the human activity noise,

LHN ,1kHz

18.2  0.4LBN ,1kHz  4.5d1

(6)

Whether the office is used as a call center or not affects the human activity noise by almost 5 dB.
The influence of the background noise on the variation of the human activity noise is rather smal l with
a coefficient of only 0.4 but its influence is highly significant according to the t-statistics.
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4.3 Further work
The project has shown that the human activity noise is most significant in the two call centers. It
would therefore be interesting to acquire more office noise data for these types of offices. This would
give a better statistical foundation for predicting a more accurate human activity noise level to include
in the STI-calculations.
To achieve usable data for more than two frequency bands (500 Hz and 1 kHz) it is suggested that
microphones with even lower dynamic range should be used for the measurements. Due to the
relatively high inherent noise in the measurement chain, the measured technical background noise
could in most of the cases not be evaluated at the frequency bands higher than 1 kHz.
Furthermore, during the process of identifying acoustical events in the office noise it was noticed
that the probability density functions which were associated with background noise had a mean a few
dB higher than the technical noise measured in an unoccupied room. This indicates that the
background noise which is measured in unoccupied open plan offices is different from the actual
background noise during office hours. How this affects the acoustical parameters from ISO 3382 -3
would be interesting to study further.
Finally, it could be highly interesting to obtain subjective parameters concurrently with the
objective parameters to see whether the objective results matched the perception of the acoustics of the
employees in the open plan offices.

5. Conclusion
A method for measuring human activity noise has been suggested and applied in five open plan
offices. The five offices included three rather quiet offices and two call centres.
The office noise levels have been statistically distributed according to occu rrence and probability
density functions which describe the distributions have been determined for each octave band.
Human activity noise levels, L 90,HN , have been extracted for each of the office cases. The highest
levels were detected at 250 Hz and 500 Hz. Generally, the activity noise was highest in the call centres.
STI values including the human activity noise has been estimated. The results showed a decrease in
speech intelligibility compared to STI-values including only the technical background noise as ISO
3382-3 recommends.
Furthermore, at 500 Hz a regression analysis showed that the density of people in an room,
absorption area, reverberation time as well as the ISO 3382-3 parameter D 2,S have an impact on the
variation in the activity noise. At 1 kHz, the technical background noise influences human activity
noise positively. In both octave bands, the human activity noise level varies significantly with the
office type, from a call center to a lawyer’s office.
In order to estimate a reliable model that predicts the human activity noise level, acoustic data from
more open plan offices should be included in the analysis.
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